October 2019

GIRONA · TARRAGONA
FOR THOSE WHO ARRIVE BEFORE MONDAY, OCTOBER 7TH WHO WOULD LIKE
TO DISCOVER TWO CITIES WITH A LOT OF HISTORY.

GIRONA
SATURDAY OCTOBER 5TH TOUR
Girona is a city with the tranquility of a town, but with
the appeal of big cities. Take a quiet stroll through the
historic center, visit its monuments and museums,
comfortably walk its streets and squares.
With a great history, Girona allows you to travel through
more than two thousand years of history from two
fortified enclosures: the Força Vella and the medieval
quarter. The first corresponds to its Roman founding,
and the second to the expansion of its walls during the
14th and 15th centuries. The numerous monuments
that have lasted to into our time conserve remarkable
artistic riches.
The appeal of Girona is completed by the intriguing
Jewish quarter, the beautiful streets, and porticoed
squares, the exultant Baroque spaces, and the
nineteenth-century buildings by Rafael Masó.
The city with the be preserved Jewish district in Europe,
the city where “El Perfume” was filmed, where legend
has it that “you can only go back to Girona if you have
kissed the bottom of the lioness.”
It is one of the first rituals that we will do as soon as we
arrive in the city… you will want to return!

ITINERARY
This Tour is designed for those who arrive on Friday,
October 4th, staying at our hotel in Santa Susanna and
having dinner there to rest and head out on Saturday
first thing after a hearty breakfast.
We will leave at 9:30 am, heading to Girona, we have a
one and half hour journey to enjoy its history, its shops,
squares, staircases, and the great Cathedral with one of
the largest naves in Europe.
At noon you can have lunch at any of its picturesque
restaurants, visit the city walls, the gardens, or “El call”
(Jewish neighborhood), and do some of the latest
shopping.
We will start returning about 6:00 pm to arrive at the
hotel where we will await another delicious and
abundant dinner and enjoy the hotel entertainment.
A complete day!
MORE INFORMATION:
ADMINISTRADOR@COREARTE.ES

TARRAGONA
SUNDAY OCTOBER 6TH TOUR

Costs

Declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 2000, its
location on the shores of the Mediterranean Sea on the
Costa Dorada, with its warm water beaches, as well as its
recreation centers and historical tradition and artistic
heritage, makes it a first-rate center for tourist
attraction.

For those who arrive on Friday, October 4th, we
have registration which includes 4 meals: dinner
on Friday the 4th, Saturday the 5th, and Sunday
the 6th, and lunch on Monday, October 7th.

Its origin dates back to the ancient Roman Tarraco, with
more than 1500 years of history. The “Archaeological
Ensemble of Tarraco” has made Tarragona considered
as a World Heritage Site by Unesco.

Two lunches for the tour on Saturday to Girona
and Sunday the 6th to Tarragona (a sandwich,
water, and fruit), transportation by coach bus with
air conditioning booked by the organization.

Tarraco (Tarragona) was an ancient Roman city and
during the Empire it was one of the main cities of
Hispania.
On the shores of the Mediterranean is the Roman
Amphitheater and the walled city, Roman temples, its
cathedral, and the incredible Roman Circus, among
many other attractions.
A city full of history.

ITINERARY
This Tour is designed for those who arrive on Friday,
October 4th or Saturday, October 5th and stay at our
hotel in Santa Susanna.
We will leave at 9:00 am, after breakfast, to visit the
walled city, the Roman Circus, the cathedral, and take a
tour on the tourist train.
We will see the amphitheater and we can have lunch at
La Pla de la Seu (former City Council building) on one of
the patios of its many restaurants.
Later we can visit the and have a coffee on the
Mediterranean balcony and enjoy spectacular
panoramic views of the sea.
We will leave again at 6:00 pm for the hotel, to have
dinner and rest.

FROM FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4THE

Accommodations (3 nights) with breakfast
included in:
Room for four 200 €
Room for three 225 €
Room for two 250 €
Individual room 310 €

FROM SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5TH

For those who arrive on Saturday, October 5th, we
have registration which includes 3 meals: dinner
on Saturday the 5th and Sunday the 6th and
lunch on Monday, October 7th.
Lunch for the tour on Sunday the 6th to
Tarragona (a sandwich, water, and fruit), and
transportation by coach bus with air conditioning
booked by organization.
Accommodations (2 nights) with breakfast
included in:
Room for four 130 €
Room for three 150 €
Room for two 170 €
Individual room 210 €

These prices are per person and are in euros,
include the aforementioned services, the tour
organization, and the staff that will accompany
the tour during the whole journey.
The tours are for a minimum of 35 people and
must be confirmed before September 15th,
2019.

MORE INFORMATION:
ADMINISTRADOR@COREARTE.ES

